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1.

PART-A(10 x2=2LMarks)
Answer ALL Questions 

Marks,
K-L*elrCO

The a{ea of a plot to be surveyed is about 1200 kmz the most suitable z,K2,col
method is --
A) Compass B) Tachometric
C) Geodetic Surveying D) plane Surveying
Justifu yow answer with a suitable explanation.

what is difference between plane surveying and geodetic surveying?
A closed contour line with higher elevations inside represents a

2.

3.

4.

5.

A) Pond
C) Vailey
Justifu your answer.

List out any four soutrces of errors in Theodolite's work.

B) Hill
D) cliff

2,K2,COI

2,K3,COs

2,Kt,CO3

2,K3,CO4

2,K2,CO4

2.KI,CO5

2,K],COS

2,K2,CO6

2,K2,CO6

The difference in elevation between A and B is
A) 1.100m B) 1.140m C)l.120m D)0.020m

6. DifferentiatebetweenTriangulationandTrilateration.

7. State the working principle of EDM and lists any two of its advantages.

L Summarize the tfuee components of the GPS system along with its role.

9. The long chord of a circular curve of radius R with deflection angle A
given by
A) 2R cos (A /2) B) 2R sin (A /2)
C) 2R tan (A /2) D) 2R sec (L 12)

Explain your choice of answer.
i0. Rewrite any four various applications of Hydrographic surveying.

Kl - Remember; K2 - (Jnderstand; Kj * Apply; K4 - Ana$ne; K5 * Evaluate; Kd - Create
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The following leveling:



11. a)

b)

PART-B(Sx13=65Marks)
Answer ALL euestions

Explain in detail about instrument & accessories used for chaining andRanging.

OR
The following bearings were observed with a compass.Line F.B B.BAB 80040, iAOu +0,BC tZtois, 30to 55,CD t70o 50, 35Ou tO,DE 2300 5, SOd SlEA 3l0o 50' 130d50,
Deterrnine the interior angles & apply the arithmetic check.

Determine the distance and elevation formulae for staff Normal
condition for the following two cases with a neat sketch.
(i) Line of sight at an angle of elevation .0?

(ii) Line of sight at an angle of depression ,0,

OR
Illustrate the various characteristics of contours in detail with the helpofa neat sketch.

13,K2,C0t

13,K2,COt

7,K2,CO3

6,K2,CO3

13,K2,CO3

12. a)

b)

13. a)

b)

14. a)

b)

ls. a)

b)

summarize the need and significance of satellite stations if j3,K2,co4
Triangulation and explain in detail any two cases of reduction to center
with the required figures.

OR
Explain in detail the general principles of least squares and summari ze t 3,K2,co4
the tlree kinds of errors in surveying.

Explain in detail about Microwave, visible and Infrared EDM t3,K2,cc--
Instruments along wi& their working principle and application.

OR
Interprets the various advantages and applications of GpS. Rewrils in tj,K2,co5
brief about the function of Anti spoofing in GpS.

Derive all the five elements of the Simple Circular Curve with the help l3,Kj,coo
ofa neat figure.

OR
Illustrate any three methods of plotting the soundings in Hydrographic t3,Ks,co6

Surveying with the help of a neat diagram

Kl - Remember; K2 - Understqnd; K3 - Apply; K4 - Analyze; K5 * Evaluate; K6 - Create
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16. a)

PART - C (1 x 15 = 15 Martrs)

The following staffreadings werer observed successively with level, the
instrument having been moved forward after the sec6nd, fourth and
liqhth readings 0.67 5, 

-L230, 
0.750, 2.565, Z.ZZ5, 1.g35, 1 . 

g35, 3.22A,
3 . 1 I 5 and 2.87 5 . Th9 fust reading was taken wittr the staff heta upon a
bench-mark of elevation 100.000.-Enter the readings in level book form
and find reduce the level of all points by any one methods.

OR
(i) Discuss the various obstacres to chaining but not ranging with
suitable diagrams.

(ii) Differentiate between prismatic compass and surveyor compass.

b) I,K2,COz

7,K2,CO2

Kl - Remember; K2 - (Jnderstand; Kj - Appty; K4 - Anatyze; K5 - Evaluate; K6 - Create 11690
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